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Introducing our
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the most sophisticated
and sought after
windows in the world
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RENALL WINDOWS
AND DOORS
The unbeatable thermal rating of timber
has paved the way for a revival in the use
of timber for the exterior joinery markets
of Europe where governments have
mandated higher standards of insulation
in all buildings. These same higher
expectations for thermal standards are
currently changing New Zealanders’
perception of the importance insulated
windows play in the target of achieving
warmer and healthier housing.
With the commissioning of the WEINIG
CONTUREX machine centre in March
2012, RENALL WINDOWS & DOORS
can now offer the highest quality timber
windows and doors available anywhere
in the world.
Wood is the perfect material for window
construction. It is versatile, flexible and
combines two properties of immense
importance these days, energy efficiency
and sustainability.
Our European designed timber windows
encompass all the benefits of decades of
product development in an environment
acknowledged to produce the most
sophisticated and sought after windows
in the world.

OUR WINDOWS ARE:
• SUSTAINABLE: – of all the materials
commonly offered for window construction,
timber, aluminium or PVC, timber is clearly
the most sustainable.
• ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY: – there is
no other more natural and environmentally
friendly product than timber for window
construction, it’s that simple.
• DURABLE: – all our windows are made from
durable timber and completely factory sealed
and finished ready for installation.
• FLEXIBLE: – sill, facing boards and internal
reveals may be configured to accommodate
any proposed or existing opening detail or
construction method.
• DOUBLE OR TRIPLE GLAZED: – able to
accept double or triple glazed units from
24mm to 36mm thick.
• HIGH QUALITY EUROPEAN
MANUFACTURED HARDWARE – highest
quality multi-point locking systems on all
windows and doors. Compliant with United
Kingdom Secure by Design standards.
• DRAFT PROOF: – the double factory seals
provide the fullest possible protection against
heat loss and drafts.
• NO CONDENSATION: – the high insulation
properties of natural timber, in conjunction
with the sealed double glazing unit are
sufficient to eliminate all condensation
problems associated with windows and
doors.
• HIGHEST THERMAL VALUE: – timber is
capable of naturally achieving the highest
U value of all materials currently used for
window construction.
• DISPOSABLE: – completely and naturally
disposable or recyclable.
• EUROPEAN DESIGN IN ALL WINDOW and
DOOR OPTIONS INCLUDING:
A. High performance casement windows
B. Double hung windows
C. Lift and slide door systems
D. Folding doors and windows
E. French/entrance doors, open in/open out.
For further information including pricing,
please email us or send your window schedule:
info@renallwindows.co.nz

